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Amani Hill research station in North Eastern Tanzania is a scientific labo-
ratory that is over a hundred years old. During the German colonial period 
(1880s–1918) it hosted botanical and forestry research, which the British 
continued after the First World War. After the Second World War Brit-
ish medical research was done there (1948–1963), it then became a station 
of the National Institute for Medical Research (NIMR) of the Republic of 
Tanzania (Nowell 1933, Bald and Bald 1972). The station reached its apogee 
during the mid-twentieth century decades of ‘Africanization’ that took 
place before and especially after political independence.[1] Today activity_ 
scientific and otherwise_is largely suspended, with a handful of staff 
basically maintaining buildings and landscape, and continuing to live in 
some of the staff housing. 
 Perched on a forested mountain ridge, a good hour’s drive from the nearest 
town, Amani station extends over 200 acres (ca. 80 hectares) of mature forest, 
mainly consisting of exotic species originally imported for the botanical gar-
dens of the original German station, and about 200 buildings. These include 
substantial German-built laboratory, administration and library buildings 
(1890s), groups of comfortable senior (formerly European) staff houses (partly 
early 1900s, partly 1940s), and junior (originally African) staff settlements or 
“camps” (mostly 1940s), referring to the eponymous settlements of (originally 
colonial) railway, tea, or sisal workers in the region and with shared con-
notations of regulation and productivity that were once connected to their 
own water and electricity supplies (see e.g. Home 2010). Amani now appears 
to be a space of material traces: many of the pipes and wires are now discon-
nected; buildings that once promised colonial scientific futures, or postcolo-
nial development and welfare, are now derelict shelters, barely maintained; 
trees, and even grass, that once was imported to create scientific insights, aes-
thetic pleasure, and economic opportunity have grown wild, and yet grow. 
With its ensemble of buildings and artful plantations, surrounded by forests, 
and insulated as much from the present as from contemporary African soci-
ality, the site provokes strong affective resonance in visitors_ranging from 
colonial nightmares and aversion to aesthetic appreciation and respite.
 
Abstract
In this paper an architect, two social anthropologists, and an architecture 
historian assess the postcolonial landscape of Amani Hill research station, 
a once highly productive and century-old site of scientific research. Rather 
than an ‘objective’ description of the overall site, this is done through six 
‘scenes’ composed of photographs, drawings, and short essays that each 
highlight particular aspects of the ‘biography’ of this landscape. The map-
ping is accompanied by two reflections. Starting from cultural geographer 
John Wylie’s observation that ‘landscape is tension’, we discuss some fric-
tions embedded in the inquiry of such a mundane postcolonial landscape. 
Subsequently, we engage with the work of mapping as ethnographic exper-
iment, examining the unanticipated effects that our architectural survey 
produced within the local community. Together, the three parts of the 
article underscore the inevitability of tactical engagement with the mate-
rial elements that make up the postcolonial landscape, even in seemingly 
detached survey work.
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From 2013 to 2015, the station became one of the sites of a social anthro-
pological and historical research project that investigated ‘Memorials and 
Remains of Medical Science in Africa’. During five fieldwork periods spread 
over several years, in changing interdisciplinary groups, accompanied by 
artists and time witnesses, the project’s quasi-archaeological explorations 
of twentieth-century scientific work at Amani station ranged from archival 
work_combining historical documentation with attention to the archive’s 
materiality_to ethnographic research of people’s lives among the traces of 
their ‘past futures’ (Geissler, Lachenal et. al. 2016: 9).[2] To make sense of pro-
cesses of ruin and ruination in Amani, the project focused on ongoing rela-
tionships between material objects that once harboured futures_archi-
tectures, landscapes, apparatus_and the human subjects that live with 
these materials after their futurity has elapsed. To engage with material 
remains and traces, anthropologists and artists also re-enacted mid-twen-
tieth-century scientific practices and social relations, staged photographs of 
elderly scientific staff and their equipment, and conducted conceptual eth-
nographic experiments (Geissler and Kelly 2016; Geissler, Lachenal et. al. 2016). 
Subsequently, anthropologist Wenzel Geissler and architect Astrid Ghyse-
len undertook a journey to Amani in May 2015 to survey, together with res-
ident anthropologist Peter Mangesho, the station’s architectural remains 
and grasp its highly evocative landscape.
Interpreting a (post)colonial site 
Mapping Amani station poses challenges. The sheer size of the site thwarts 
attempts at producing a detailed, systematic, and exhaustive survey. Trac-
ing origins and spatial developments of the station over time is hampered 
by scarce archival sources. Lacking monumental signature buildings_the 
station’s British colonial architecture seemed to rely on engineers’ practical 
expertise and stock drawings_Amani defies slick architectural photogra-
phy. Its built environment is the outcome of a fragmented and uncoordi-
nated process of addition, resulting in an archipelago of rather mundane 
buildings in a vast, seemingly ‘natural’ environment. Instead of architec-
ture, Amani is first and foremost a landscape.
After decolonization in 1963, Amani’s landscape was subtly transformed 
by use, adaptations, and maintenance, but its built structures had mostly 
been shaped during colonial times, when it became a site not only for hab-
itation, but also of production within colonial economies. While landscape 
studies in the last two decades have started to engage with colonial and 
imperial landscapes (Pratt 1992, Mitchell 1994, Protschky 2011), most schol-
arship still focuses on how the ‘imperial gaze’ informed the representa-
tion (and cartography) of colonial sites or on the introduction in colonized 
territories of European landscape styles. To make sense of Amani’s land-
scape, however, it is necessary to go beyond the landscape as merely some-
thing to be perceived visually. Here, it is useful to turn to a key concern in 
the emerging strand of scholarship on ‘Landscape Biographies’ (Kolen and 
Renes 2015), the question of ‘authorship’, and investigate forms of inter-
action between this site and its inhabitants over time. In Amani, these 
belong to at least three different communities: European scientists, African 
intellectuals and workers that arrived from elsewhere, and local inhabit-
ants whose land was expropriated to make place for the research centre, but 
nevertheless remained close by (with some degree of transfers and inter-
marriage among the latter two groups). Together these three communities 
created dynamics in Amani’s landscape, both triggered and conditioned by 
the power relations that inevitably geared this (post)colonial site.
This paper presents a first, and thus incomplete, collaborative attempt 
to highlight some of these dynamics in Amani Hill station. It is con-
structed around an interpretative mapping of this postcolonial land-
scape produced by architect Astrid Ghyselen, who spent three weeks on 
site together with anthropologist Wenzel Geissler and received additional 
advice from the Tanzanian anthropologist Peter Mangesho. Rather than 
‘objective’ observation and description of the whole site, this deliberately 
evocative mapping consists of ensembles of photographs, drawings, and 
short, personal essays that each comment in hindsight on a particular 
‘scene’ in this landscape. The six ‘scenes’ result from walks through the 
landscape, and conversations among anthropologists and architect, and 
with local informants. Each condenses an intersection of historical lines, 
contemporary concerns, and the author’s movements and reflections.[3] 
Johan Lagae, an architecture historian with particular expertise on Africa 
but who has never visited Amani, functioned as a sounding board through-
out the production of the six scenes. Drawing on cultural geographer John 
Wylie’s observation that ‘landscape is tension’ (Wylie 2007: 1), Lagae briefly 
comments on Ghyselen’s mapping by highlighting the frictions between 
culture and nature, proximity and distance, and observation and inhabi-
tation that are embedded in it. Wenzel Geissler finally engages with the 
mapping as ethnographic experiment, examining the unanticipated effects 
the architectural survey produced within the local community. Together, 
the three different parts bring out challenges pertinent to writing Amani’s 
particular landscape biography and, although implicitly, invite a reading 
of Amani along the well-known Lefebvrian triad of perceived space, con-
ceived space, and lived space (Lefebvre 1992). 
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Arcadia
A little sandy track bends along a sloping meadow. A row of trees guides our view. Underneath the canopy a vast 
landscape emerges. A little pole further away is reminiscent of the former presence of a fence; we can easily imag-
ine a herd of cows grazing here.
This description of an Arcadian landscape seems to belong to the European countryside. The red 
sandy track, however, reminds us that we are elsewhere. Indeed, the portrayed country lane is located 
in the East African rainforest. Outside the frame are the tropical highlands of the East Usambara, a 
heavily forested mountain range in eastern Tanzania.
The sandy road leads to the scientific station of Amani, an institutional setting, built by Euro-
peans seeking to feel at ‘home’ in a foreign country. Between the 1900s and 1963, German and Brit-
ish settlers projected their respective ideas of a comme chez soi on Amani, creating a landscape that 
embodied the colonial aspirations towards a rural Arcadia within an African context. The image 
is a ‘composed scene’, with ‘composing’ as a reference to the colonial act of ordering the landscape. 
The road and the sloping meadow were built by the Germans; the row of trees and the fence were 
added later by the British, who also introduced the Kikuyu grass. The row of trees consisted of the 
fast growing New World species Cedrela, having a distinctive European look.
Through time, elements were added and eliminated, forming a seemingly coherent landscape 
image, albeit only from a very specific vantage point. The ‘scene’ portrayed here only emerges as a 
snapshot in the walk through Amani, revealing the Arcadian dream only suddenly and momentar-
ily. Once we pass the bend, the forest takes over again. Nowadays, the ‘scene’ is becoming ever more 
blurry, since the forest is slowly overgrowing the meadows of Amani owing to a lack of maintenance.
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Six scenes of Amani / Astrid Ghyselen
Lawn
Standing in the scientific station of Amani, the library can be seen in the foreground, surrounded by what once 
was a neatly cut lawn. The big conifer reminds us of the German colonial past, when botanical research was one 
of the main activities. A bit further along, several laboratories were built, with whitewashed façades that con-
trast with the red dirt tracks. On the right, a big hedge guides the way through the station.
This is the place that once functioned as the ‘stage’ of Amani. European and African workers came 
here to ‘perform’ science. The daily rhythm was driven by rules, with all ‘actors’ in suitable uni-
forms. The stage was designed to serve its scientific purpose: it had to emit a feeling of order. The 
lawn, as an iconic form of a domesticated nature, forms its ultimate marker, framed and empha-
sized by neatly cropped hedges_both, in the past, meticulously maintained by groundsmen over-
seen by ‘hedgemen’.
Today the station is a haunted place; the scientific activities ended almost ten years ago. Only a 
handful of administrative workers still take up their station. For them, Amani today is a story of loss. 
As local inhabitants say: ‘The place used to be nzuri (clean) and safi (pure).’ Nowadays the hedges are 
not cut, the grass grows ever higher, and the buildings are neglected. The station, in the past a clear-
cut void in the forest, is gradually losing its ordered beauty.
Amani’s micro-society rested upon a great belief in science and progress, which was reflected by 
a structured landscape. The specific form of beauty that remaining inhabitants describe is insepara-
bly linked to this spatial order. As the grass grows higher, the order is slowly decaying. The promise 
of progress seems to be dissolving with it.
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Centre
Three roads come together near the centre of Amani Hill station, a path leading towards the African quarters, a 
road heading to the European villas, and the main road connecting the scientific station with the outside world. 
Here the paths of Europeans and Africans crossed when they were on their way to work. The node is also the first 
modicum of civilization one reaches after travelling through the rainforest up from the African lowlands. A now 
disused electrical network threads its way through the landscape, originally connected to the station’s own hydro-
electric power plant. 
The crossroads marks the Amani research stations' former role as a ‘centre’. Not only did life in the 
Amani area revolve around the scientific station, the institute also aspired to be an international 
centre of scientific excellence and global circulations of scientists and knowledge. As such, the cross-
roads symbolize the utopian ambitions of Amani to be a centre of radical transformation and an 
outpost of the very centre of the world. Today, some inhabitants of Amani still refer to the cross-
roads as ‘Piccadilly Circus’, as British scientists once did.
Amani Hill station can be read as an organism, a body consisting of different organs spread 
across the landscape, with this crossroads as its beating heart. The different living quarters are scat-
tered around it, each with well-defined functions. As a constant bloodstream, the flow of people, 
knowledge and services pulled Amani’s community into a story of progress.
Today, the body of Amani is quietly falling apart. Scientists left the station thirty years ago, the 
European quarters are mostly abandoned and the African quarters suffer high vacancy. Circulation 
of both people and knowledge is dwindling. In conversations, the remaining inhabitants point out 
broken lanterns and the malfunctioning electricity network.
Journal of Landscape Architecture / 1-2017
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View
An open window provides views towards the glowing hills of the East Usambara mountains and beyond, to the 
Indian ocean. We are standing in the dining room of the former director’s house, the ‘Boma’. This is the highest 
point of the hill station; vast grassy slopes open the view downwards. A solitary thinker must have felt at home 
here, his view wandering over the hills.
For decades, German and British researchers went to Amani to lead a life of pleasant isolation in the 
service of science. As biographies of some of its former researchers tell us, this splendid isolation on 
the top of a mountain enabled one to ‘overlook’ things without being disturbed by worldly chaos. 
To obtain this solitary peace, quite paradoxically a continuous effort was required. The vision of an 
island carved out of Africa required the constant labour of numerous African groundsmen, who 
cut acres of forest to keep the views open, and the undergrowth low. This sense of isolation is still 
latent in all of the living rooms of Amani’s abandoned villas. Windows and balconies are skilfully 
positioned to frame vast grassy slopes while the chaos of the rainforest is mastered by well-cut voids. 
The viewpoint from where this picture was taken is also highly indicative of Amani’s social 
structure. From a higher level, one can overlook the vast landscape, which testifies to how Ama-
ni’s small society was planned from above. Hierarchical relationships between African workers and 
European staff were spatially translated using the site’s topography. On top, the scientific station 
and the house of the director, with the villas for senior staff on a lower level, and further down-
wards, on the slopes, housing for Africans. Establishing this spatial order further secured the scien-
tist’s isolation as well as his rank in Amani’s colonial community. 
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Camp
Between two rows of identical houses a sandy track can be seen. In the background the rainforest appears. 
The provisional bamboo constructions contrast sharply with the solid houses built of concrete blocks. 
We are in Bustani, one of six ‘camps’ for African workers of Amani Hill station. This settlement has 
not grown organically; life was ‘installed’ here. The British administrators built this group of houses 
in the 1950s, drawing on expertise in building labour camps, a widespread typology in British colo-
nial territories. African staff could live here for free, provided they kept to the rules that stipulated 
the tidiness and maintenance of houses and their surroundings. It was forbidden, so we are told, to 
grow long-term crops or plant flower beds. And the streets needed to be kept clean.
Although the image evokes a feeling of order, there are subtle elements indicating the oppo-
site. In the background we see banana plants and cassava, demonstrating that the inhabitants now 
do grow long-term crops. We can also observe how bamboo is used to make small structures. With 
sheds and fences, parts of the public passage are annexed to the houses. These are little signs sug-
gesting that the inhabitants of the area are trying to turn Bustani into a home. In the course of this 
process, the rules initially issued to structure colonial life in Amani have gradually become less strin-
gent. Owing to a higher level of self-support, life in Bustani is showing changes.
Houses made of concrete blocks, remnants of colonial times, still form the backbone of this lit-
tle settlement. At the same time, however, the vast grassy slopes that used to surround the group 
of houses are slowly becoming part of the forest again. As such the place is turning into an enclave 
where people live at their own pace and with their own rules, almost disconnected from the rest of 
Amani. But the question of whether Bustani will ever become a real home or if it will continue to be 
one of the hill station’s ‘camps’ remains.
Journal of Landscape Architecture / 1-2017
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Home
Five graves settled in the forest. Time has covered some of the older ones with a green layer of moss. In the back-
ground, behind a row of banana trees, a house emerges. Nearby, we find a wooden outbuilding. It feels ephem-
eral when seen next to the solid bases of the graves. 
We are looking at Kijijini, a particular kind of settlement within the Amani context. This group of 
houses has grown in an organic way, in the interstices between station, workers’ camps, and infra-
structure. As such, life here has always escaped the rules ordering life in the ‘camps’. There is no colo-
nial backbone in Kijijini; local people built their own houses, using processes directly related to the 
surrounding landscape and materials: cutting wood, smearing red soil, stamping clay bricks. Fur-
thermore, they cultivate this land, the settlement is surrounded by a mosaic of agricultural plots. 
The graves in the foreground of this picture prove how successive generations have been settling 
in Kijijini. Oral accounts suggest that a village-like community formed here long ago; people know 
each other, each other’s families, each other’s past. The mode of habitation in Kijijini diverges from 
the life as described in the ‘camps’. Nevertheless these different settlements are strongly related. As 
an outpost, Kijijini grew simultaneously with the rest of the station; people started to settle here as 
a response to the emerging housing shortage in the workers’ camps. Nowadays, inhabitants of the 
camps often move here in search of permanent housing, others born in Kijijini search for a temporal 
dwelling in one of the camps pending the construction of a house of one’s own. As such, the camps 
function mostly as an interim stay, whereas Kijijini gives proof of a permanent mode of habitation. 
In the process of building and rebuilding the houses, cultivating the land, burying ancestors, life in 
Kijijini has moved beyond a temporal mode of habitation.
Journal of Landscape Architecture / 1-2017 13
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transformation over time. Yet, at the same time the drawings avoid abso-
lute scientific correctness: they do not offer an explicit mention of scale, 
nor do they indicate the geographical north, both essential markers of 
geographic surveys. The trees depicted might look somewhat out of scale, 
and do not reflect the variety of species and vegetation present on site. 
Through evocation rather than accurate depiction, this interpretative 
mode of representation illustrates how an overwhelming, almost suffo-
cating presence of the surrounding nature informs the spatial experience 
of Amani Hill research station. In line with postcolonial landscape stud-
ies, the mapping exercise also engages how cultural assumptions about 
landscape helped to shape the site. The scenes entitled View and Arcadia 
exemplify how the ‘imperial gaze’ informed methods of registration of a 
colonial landscape like Amani as well as its production. View points at the 
classic trope in imperial travel literature of the ‘commanding prospect, 
offering objective, authoritative and wide-ranging vision’, while Arca-
dia plays on the ambiguities of how ‘certain ideal European landscape 
forms have been used to characterize, appropriate and judge non-Euro-
pean scenes’, and how the genres of the ‘picturesque’, the ‘pastoral’, and 
the ‘sublime’ travelled from Europe to Africa (Wylie 2007: 127). If historical 
records remain silent on the importance of such ‘imagined landscapes’ in 
the shaping of Amani, local memory at times hints at their existence, as 
is demonstrated by the memory of the nickname ‘Picadilly Circus’, once 
given by the European staff to the research station’s main crossroads.
 ‘To visualize is to set a distance,’ Wylie notes, indicating that a key ques-
tion in any inquiry of a landscape is the choice of vantage point (Wylie 2007: 
2–4). The related tension between proximity and distance holds a particu-
lar relevance for mapping a colonial landscape such as Amani. For cartog-
raphy and architectural drawings, modes of representation that are deeply 
embedded in Western artistic and scientific traditions of viewing the world, 
are commonly considered as expressing the gaze of a detached spectator, 
looking from an external, elevated, and ‘objective’ vantage point. As such, 
they are often seen in direct opposition to an immersed viewpoint. Michel 
de Certeau’s well-known discussion of the difference of viewing via the 
‘celestial eye’ of the urban planner and developer, compared with the ‘real 
and everyday experience’ of ‘ordinary practitioners’ comes to mind here 
(De Certeau 1984: 91–110). Given the African context we are engaged with, 
the controversies raised by Rem Koolhaas’s investigation of Lagos, Nigeria, 
and his final plea for combining a ‘wide’ and ‘close’ perspective in order to 
grasp the city’s condition also offer further food for thought (Van der Haak 
and Koolhaas 2005). The mapping exercise presented above tries to make 
sense of Amani’s landscape by combining various vantage points in multi-
layered montages that cross different scales of proximity and distance: 
1) the elevated, ‘objective’ vantage point of the cartography and bird’s-
eye view of the architectural drawings; 2) the ‘middle ground’ of the care-
fully framed photographs; and 3) the reflexive texts in which elements 
revealed by a close and intimate gaze are embedded. As such, the exercise sits 
in-between genres. It is neither a purely academic attempt at scientific 
mapping and description, nor a completely individualized and interpre-
tative account of a personal immersion in a particular landscape. Rather 
it is a hybrid and admittedly selective project, testing a novel approach to 
not only ‘read’ but also to ‘write’ an ordinary (post)colonial landscape of 
production and inhabitation.[6] 
Tensions in (mapping) a postcolonial landscape / Johan Lagae
In order to briefly comment upon Ghyselen’s evocative mapping of Amani, 
presented above, I want to start from cultural geographer John Wylie's 
observation that any landscape inquiry is inevitably subject to a number 
of tensions, which he outlines as: 1) proximity/distance, 2) observation/
inhabitation, 3) eye/land, and 4) culture/nature (Wylie 2007: 1–11). While 
other notions and concepts could, of course, be introduced to write a biog-
raphy of Amani as a postcolonial landscape of production and inhabitation, 
these tensions, I contend, offer a useful first starting point.[4]
One of the early surviving German maps in the library of Amani 
Hill research station, dating from 1909, confronts us with the limits of 
the culture/nature divide.[5] Drawn at the scale of 1:25.000, it presents 
a survey of the existing vegetation in the area surrounding the hill sta-
tion, indicating among other things the presence of ‘Wertvollere Gras-
fläche, Grassteppe, Grassteppe mit Bäumen, Steppenwald, Wald, Gallerie-
wald, Buschwald, Hochwald, Busch, Palmen, Schamben.’ While these 
names already suggest that this region cannot just be viewed as a ‘pri-
mordial’ forest landscape, let alone a ‘wilderness’, the map also under-
lines the existence of distinctive man-made landscapes by mentioning the 
presence of ‘Plantagen, Oedland mit Farmen’, and settlements of huts. 
Compared to mining areas, those emblematic landscapes of colonialism, 
Amani might not look at first sight like a territory marked strongly by 
colonial traces, yet its landscape was defined by an intrusive investment. 
It functioned as a site for growing plants useful for, initially, botanical 
and, later, medical purposes. While some species were local, most were 
imported. In the maps from the British era (1948–1963), Amani and its sur-
roundings are designated as ‘forest reserves’ and ‘tea reserves’, indicating 
the extent to which nature was deliberately preserved in the framework 
of a particular colonial economy. Moreover, the ‘taming’ of nature was an 
inherent part of introducing a colonial order in the African landscape of 
Amani. Well-trimmed lawns and hedges, and neatly cut areas of Kikuyu 
grass where cows grazed, characterized the research centre well into the 
postcolonial era, requiring the continued effort of a maintenance team of 
over fifty people. Today, a general feeling of loss of order pervades memo-
ries of local inhabitants, metaphorically captured in statements that ‘the 
forest is just taking over’ and that ‘the station is now overgrown’. Nev-
ertheless, another agenda is at work here, as the Tanzanian government 
gazetted the area as a ‘nature reserve’ in 1997, in order to protect the forest 
against the drastic impact of logging and deforestation practices by the 
local community that became widespread in the 1980s and 1990s (Tropi-
cal Biology Association 2007). Ecological concerns, combined with economic 
ones, now drive Amani’s future.
Landscapes, Wylie writes, ‘are real. [They are] solid, physical and palpa-
ble entities.’ But landscapes, he adds, are also ‘scenery, something viewed 
by an eye’ (Wylie 2007: 6–7). This tension between eye and land is palpable 
in the six scenes of Amani presented above. Through particular graphic 
conventions, the architect’s drawings connect with ‘objective’ modes of 
representation to present the particular characteristics of the site. Alti-
tude lines provide a sense of Amani’s extreme topography, also reflected 
in the often sinuous trajectories of roads, pathways, and the rivers cross-
ing the area. Abstracted versions of trees depict how Amani is situated 
as an opening in dense forest vegetation. And built structures are pre-
sented both in plan and in axonometric drawings, providing a sense of 
the settlement patterns and architecture introduced in Amani, and their 
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This brings us to what is perhaps the most crucial of Wylie’s tensions: 
observation/inhabitation. For is a landscape ‘a scene we are looking at, or 
a world we are living in’? (Wylie 2007: 4). Wylie explicitly emphasizes the 
importance of the difference between landscape as ‘something we see’ and 
landscape as ‘a way of seeing things’, and thus raises the question of ‘how 
we look’, which he considers to be a cultural matter. Who, then, can speak 
‘authoritatively’ about a (post)colonial landscape like Amani Hill station? 
Those who have inhabited the site for years? Or rather ‘expert observers’ 
investigating it for longer or shorter periods of time during fieldwork 
missions? As will immediately become clear in Wenzel Geissler’s discus-
sion below, one of the lessons of our collaborative effort of making sense of 
Amani’s landscape by combining architecture, anthropology, and history 
is that one at least needs to add a disciplinary dimension to such questions.
Looking at ruin dwellers in ruins / Paul Wenzel Geissler
The ‘Traces of the Future’ project that the fieldwork for this paper was part 
of (Geissler, Lachenal et al. 2016), was a historical-anthropological inquiry 
into the interplay between historical documentation of the past and eth-
nographic experience in the present. As a vehicle of science, imbued with 
future orientation, and left stranded on an East African hilltop, Amani 
station appeared to be a particularly promising landscape to assess rela-
tions between present, past and future, materiality and temporality, to 
trace processes of ruination, and the attendant effects of melancholia and 
nostalgia (Navaro-Yashin 2009, Lachenal and Mbodj 2015, see e.g. Tousignant 
2013, Droney 2014). This project also shed light on relations between system-
atic and sustained field inquiry, on the one hand, and affective intensities, 
serendipitous illuminations of the past through momentary connections 
with it, on the other. Methodologically, this required negotiating scientific 
expectations of coherent documentation, and a growing awareness that our 
access to historical reality is at best momentary, arising from coinciden-
tal constellations, contingent contact with the material trace, rather than 
cumulative ‘data’ collection. What we were looking for, it seemed, was best 
received rather than pursued (Geissler, Lachenal et al. 2016: 15).
This lesson has general relevance for historical anthropology any-
where, since all that is present consists of sedimented pasts, and pasts are 
always materially present, if formless or fragmented (Olivier 2008: 86–87). 
In the quietude of a dormant scientific station_in which, apart from the 
effects of plant growth, animal activity, and rain, everything stood as it 
had been left in the late 1970s_it was particularly obvious that in order 
to learn about the place, we ourselves had to move towards and in relation 
to the objects of the past. In such conditions, the two modes of inquiry_
systematic territory-covering survey, and ground-near, contingent con-
jecture_became mutually dependent in knowledge-making: stumbling 
requires motion. And movement, as De Certeau has observed, produces 
tactical engagements, including even systematic movements guided by a 
larger, vertical perspective (De Certeau 1984: 91).
During the fieldwork seasons preceding the collaboration with an 
architect described here, shifting groups of East African and European 
anthropologists engaged space and the materials littered across it by 
walking.[7] At first guided by elderly ‘time witnesses’, they encountered 
other elderly inhabitants, landscape features and objects, thereby estab-
lishing relations with the past. Then, the anthropologists also walked 
alone, pursuing arbitrary destinations, seeking to cover ground, or fol-
lowing curiosity and aesthetic pleasure. Some walks became regular per-
ambulations, others singular forays to the limits of our reach. All walks, 
even if well-planned, became fruitful because of contingent discoveries: 
a 1970s drinking place of technical staff in a banana field, of which noth-
ing remained but a buried bottle, which the son of a late patron stum-
bled over; a bath in a rock pool later recognized in 1950s Super8 footage 
of British scientists’ family outings; a German-era bungalow converted 
into a Muslim prayer space, guarded by a watchman inhabiting its garage; 
a formerly European staff club in which tropical trees had ripped apart 
walls and roof, extending their roots across fireplace, dartboard and bar, 
and which yet continued to host beautiful wedding celebrations. Com-
ing across these traces of the past_that is here of ‘past futures’_was not 
merely a matter of discovery. Recognizing traces, discerning their associ-
ations, and ascribing meaning to them was a two-way process, involving 
the ethnographer’s affective response to objects and space (Navaro-Yashin 
2009).[8] A rusty British enamel bathtub overlooking the surrounding hill-
side, doubling as a cattle trough, standing on what once was a bunga-
low’s front lawn, does not simply document sanitary infrastructure or its 
collapse. It evokes the past luxuries and desires of the foreign visitors; it 
reminds an elderly, former ‘houseboy’ of labour and firewood needed to 
heat the daily bath; or it simply serves its purpose to quench cows’ thirst. 
Broken technical apparatus in a laboratory does not merely allow the 
reconstruction of experiments, but also references enigma and loss, and 
triggers ambiguous postcolonial fantasy (Geissler and Kelly 2016). 
Delighted by our contingent ‘being with the past’ and drawing theo-
retical lessons for historical ethnography, the ‘Traces of the Future’ team 
could not quell a longing for a firmer grasp, a desire to document the 
architectural material_to map our site. So, partly born from linger-
ing scholarly instincts to capture a historical totality (against our better 
knowledge), and partly driven by an awareness that we had to do some-
thing to learn about this inert place, including its built structures, we 
were attracted to the oldest of comprehensive representations: inven-
tory and map. We chose to assign this task to an architect, Astrid Ghyse-
len, suited for it on account of her technical expertise, and also because 
of her lack of previous engagement with the site. She could embody the 
detached, vertical perspective commonly associated with mapping (e.g. De 
Certeau 1984: 91ff).
In the resulting interdisciplinary collaboration, the anthropologists 
were guides and, although that was not initially planned, witnesses to 
the process of mapping and surveying itself. From an anthropological 
perspective, the architect’s montaged ‘scenes’, presented above, speak of 
their mode of production, and of the social relations entailed in the trian-
gle between ruined objects, ruin dwellers, and the observant researchers 
depicting both. Contrary to the neat serenity and clean lines of the archi-
tectural drawings and maps produced and presented here, the architect’s 
fieldwork on the remains of Amani proved more difficult and unsettling 
than anticipated.
In contrast to the anthropologists’ earlier fieldwork among local science 
workers and inhabitants of Amani station, the architect’s work did not 
rely on individual social engagement, but aimed for a larger, comprehen-
sive view. She neither needed nor sought proximity to local inhabitants, 
observed their practices or collected their stories. However, the dearth of 
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brought about; or the century-old tensions that were amplified by late 
postcolonial concerns about political transformations, land appropriation, 
corruption, and legal abuse. Neutral documentation allowed such vio-
lence to break forth. Maybe, paradoxically, the more detached the image 
is, the deeper the impact? 
The critique that Amani’s denizens voiced in their resistance to map-
ping was directed both at enduring inequalities of race and class, and at the 
same time at detached, scientific modes of knowing. At this point, we can 
only speculate about the relationship between their doubts in 2015, about a 
foreigner’s objectifying gaze, and their century-long local experience with 
scientific enquiry, which, even if it may not have been directly conflictual 
(see e.g. Graboyes 2015), left behind memories of disappointment and aban-
donment. The anthropologists remain with lines for future enquiry into 
the enduring politics of this scientific site_almost invisible until uninten-
tionally opened by the architect. Her tidy, neutrally dissecting approach 
cut open the hermetic surface of a postcolonial place in stasis, rupturing 
this African landscape of postcolonial ‘aphasia’ (Stoler 2011).
Conclusion
In the end, the confrontation with the field also changed the architect’s 
initial approach to the postcolonial landscape. Rather than striving for an 
overarching map or a ‘scientific’ inventory of the site as initially planned, 
six scenes were produced long after returning home and in dialogue with 
two other authors of this article. Together, they testify to an in-depth 
reflection and form an attempt to ‘write’ a postcolonial landscape, taking 
into account its complexities and frictions and thus acknowledging that, 
as Wylie observed, ‘landscape is tension’. As such, these three parts of the 
paper provide a first attempt to ‘co-script’ Amani’s landscape and the peo-
ple who have inhabited it since colonial times, in order to start writing its 
biography. This exercise, and the visualization of Amani via six scenes in 
particular, also begins to make palpable differences between perceived space, 
conceived space, and lived space, and thus the social production of Ama-
ni’s landscape (Lefebvre 1992). But beyond this particular case, the key les-
son to be drawn from this collaboration between anthropology and archi-
tecture is that even the most neutral and detached mode of engaging the 
landscape, mapping and surveying, produces contingent social constella-
tions and confrontations. Ultimately_and here De Certeau remains per-
fectly right_it is only from such ‘tactical’ engagement with the other (as 
in inhabitants and landscape objects) that we can truly start to learn to 
grasp a postcolonial landscape like Amani.
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available archival documentation and accurate mapping did force her out 
into the landscape. In a short time, she visited all houses, pursued every 
path, sketching connections and structures, accumulating maps and draw-
ings, and taking serial photographs of interiors and inhabitants. The field-
work material was then further condensed to achieve the clarity of the 
maps and images that compose the six scenes.
The architect’s detached look at a ruined landscape of modern science 
had a surprising effect. Previous fieldwork, including re-enactment exper-
iments (Geissler and Kelly 2016), had caused little friction_possibly because 
it was perceived as a continuation of older social and labour relations. By 
contrast, the act of making maps raised controversy. The architect’s claim 
to documentary neutrality was disputed by workers in the station, and 
inhabitants of the ‘camps’ even refused to collaborate. It was not clear 
whether this was a response to a dissecting breach of intimacy_entering 
and depicting houses without much mitigating conversation (though, of 
course, with formal consent)_or whether people reacted against being 
exposed in their current state, in circumstances that they perceived as 
ruinous or humiliating. The strong reaction might also have stemmed 
from mundane concerns that the public secrets of the old research sta-
tion would be unveiled by the mapping exercise: inhabiting staff houses 
without contracts, sub-letting or squatting, or staying beyond retirement; 
modifying buildings against written rules or repurposing them for com-
mercial ventures; cultivating surrounding public spaces; absence from 
work and evidence of alternative occupations_or simply the lack of an 
actual workload that would justify continued employment.
These confrontations came to a head when we visited and started to 
survey the villages in the 200-acre forest around the station (see the scenes 
Camp and Home). These had, as far as we could establish, been founded 
by descendants of scientific workers on the lands of the botanical garden, 
possibly involving members of the original clans whose land had been 
appropriated for the original German station. The architect’s explana-
tion that she was ‘just’ documenting the site, and her neutral, system-
atic approach to space and built environment (and inhabitants) found 
little sympathy in this population that_as we gradually learned_was 
embroiled in legal conflicts about land rights and belonging on the 
research station territory. Here, the architect’s very objectivity_and her 
tools: maps, survey forms, and camera_struck right into the heart of local 
entanglements. Touching, unknowingly, a legal and economic conflict 
that stretched from early colonial contact into visions of twenty-first-
century futures, her mapping provoked the anger of villagers and suspi-
cion from local authorities. Thus, we risked the generous support that our 
project enjoyed from local colleagues, who did not want our work to get 
embroiled in or complicate the case.
The villagers’ resistance, much against local habits of hospitality, is 
less likely related to embarrassment about their circumstances than to 
the stakes involved in exact documentation. Their almost violent response 
to mapping reveals the fault lines of enduring violence that permeate the 
site: postcolonial ‘mimetic violence’ that emerged when visions of scien-
tific progress were first bequeathed to Africans and then, after political 
independence, quelled by the former colonial powers withdrawing eco-
nomic support and imposing ‘structural adjustments’; the violence of 
older legacies of colonial exploitation, expropriation, and resettlement 
that resulted when local clans were moved to make way for the research 
station and progressive developments were promised, but only partly 
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N o T E S
1  ‘Africanization’ (Adedeji 1999: 406) was commonly used in 
administrative and political discourse across Africa, between 
the 1950s and 1970s, denoting the departing colonial powers’ 
initiatives to train a future African civil service, and nation-
alist politicians’ demands for the replacement of European 
officers with ‘Africans’, which here usually referred to ‘black’ 
Africans. With its inherent conflicts and ambiguities, the con-
cept aptly describes the very gradual process of decolonization 
after political sovereignty.
2  The research project ‘Memorials and Remains of Medical 
Science in Africa’ was funded under the Open Research Areas 
in Europe scheme, by the Economic and Social Research Coun-
cil (ESRC) of the UK (grant RES-360-25-0032), by the French 
Agence Nationale de la Recherche (ANR)(grant ANR-AA-
ORA-032), and by the Netherlands Organisation for Scien-
tific Research (NOW)(grant 464-10-021). The Wellcome Trust 
funded reunions of former Amani-based staff in Tanzania and 
in the UK (GR 102603/Z/13/Z and 107011/Z/15/Z). 
3  Ghyselen wrote the evocative descriptions of the six scenes 
using the historical data gathered during the previous phases 
of the larger research project, as well as information collected 
by talking to over thirty, mostly local, informants. 
4  As such, future work on Amani might benefit from extend-
ing to (post)colonial landscapes the Marxist reading of the pro-
duction of a landscape forwarded by a scholar like Don Mitch-
ell or by drawing on André Corboz’s notion of the territoire.
5  In the Amani Institute library is a cupboard in which hun-
dreds of maps have been sedimented without intentional 
order. The map collection includes numerous standard 
printed topographical maps of regions in which (presumably) 
institute staff had carried out surveys during the mid-twen-
tieth century. Other maps, presumably drawn for planning 
purposes, depict parts of the research station housing stock, 
but without dates or explanations. A large number of maps is 
about drainage projects and environmental hygiene, probably 
mostly related to malaria control in the 1950s; the latter maps 
are mostly blueprints produced in the research station. The 
blueprint of the original German vegetation map was found 
among these maps.
6  The idea that one not only has to ‘read’ but also needs  
to ‘write’ the landscape, when investigating it, is drawn  
from the work of André Corboz (Corboz 2001).
7  For the affinity between walking and ethnography,  
see Ingold and Vergunst 2008.
8  To be precise, this is a three-way process involving the 
object or landscape, the inhabitant living with the object,  
and the scholarly observer chronicling the affective engage-
ments of the first two through her own affective entangle-
ment. This three-way constitution of ruination will  
be explored in a different paper.
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S o U R C E S
The photographs of View, Centre and Camp were shot  
by Paul Wenzel Geissler in May and October 2015.  
The others are by Astrid Ghyselen and date from May 2015. 
Astrid Ghyselen also made all of the drawings, in dialogue 
with two co-authors.
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